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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

~at PiLqdm
HeatherJ?redhqillL
Re: this morning liS meeting
October-24-07 2:26:14 PM

Are all these patients from our region? Pst

----- Original Message ----
From: Heather Predham
To: Pat Pilgrim; Terry Gulliver
Cc: Pam Elliott; Nancy Parsons
Sent: Wed Oct 24 13:15:242007
Subject: this morning's meeting

HI,

Here's a synopsis of what came out of this am's meeting. Page me if
you need to talk about this......Heather

Patients that have been identified as not having been retested previously at
Mount Sinai and whose specimens have been sent (either in September or
October 2007)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

As of right now, these are the only patients that would have to be contacted. We
need to confirm that we are calling all of these patients and we also need a
carefully worded script as to what exactly we are going to say to explain about
the late contact. We also need a decision if we will or will not call the patients
who have been on tamoxifen.
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Patients who have been or are being retested and may have to be called

1. MCP#

We discussed this am that she was retested in May 2006 as a consult but there
is nothing in the HCCSJ Meditech system to indicate she was retested. She did
see Dr. G. Farrell at the Cancer Clinic last November

2. MCP#

Specimen S-215-05 was reviewed for QA purposes at Mount Sinai on Her-2 -neu
only in October 2005. There is no mention of the ER/PR being retested. It
doesn't look like she's a cancer clinic patient.

3. MCP#

Specimen S-591-03 (which is not the one on the list) was retested at Mount
Sinai in August 2005 and~f the consultation was sent to Dr. J. McCarthy.
I would assume that Ms.~as part of our original review but I can't
confirm that as I don't have all my files here. She has been seeing Joy regularly.

Terry to check on first to confirm they need to be retested

1.
2.
3.

Patients who have been identified as deceased and have been sent for retesting
(the discussion this morning was that these patients families will be notified the
same as the other Families)

1.
2.

This lady had a specimen from surgery done at the HCCSJ in 2003 retested and
her family have been informed. The specimen that has just been sent is a
specimen from 1999 done in Carbonear

3.
4.
5.
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6.
7. MCP#




